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ZulaFly’s Temperature Monitoring System Keeps Grace Health System Efficiently Compliant  

ZulaFly, a provider of real-time data gathering systems, today announced a partnership with Grace Health System of Lubbock, Texas. At Grace, 

temperature monitoring for refrigerators and freezers has evolved from a manual check-and-record process to utilizing Fuzion, a software platform 

developed by ZulaFly. This real-time, alerts-based system more conveniently equips Grace to fulfill its joint commission requirements.  

 

Grace Health System is currently utilizing Fuzion software and Wireless Temperature Sensors from CenTrak to monitor 18 cold storage tem perature 

units across two locations. When a temperature reading is out of range, notifications are immediately sent to selected use rs’ emails and phones. 

Since the notification process is completely customizable based on each users’ unique needs, adhering to compliance demands has advanced into a 

considerably more convenient task across five departments at Grace.  

 

“We now have fewer people involved in monitoring temperatures daily. No longer is it a manual process so it becomes much faster and easier, less  

room for error,” says Christopher Winn, Director of Business Development and Purchasing at Grace Health System. “It has helped tremendously in 

identifying and troubleshooting problematic areas that we didn’t even know were an issue,” added Winn. “When you manually che ck temperatures 

once a day it may be during a time when that unit is within the allowed range. However, what you are not seeing is all the times that unit goes out 

of range and how long it stays out of range.”  

 

Additionally, the team at Grace is able to more accurately create future strategy based on information that is driving dependable business 

decisions. Grace is currently exploring additional ZulaFly Software and CenTrak Enterprise Location Services offerings such as humidity monitoring, 

asset tracking, and hand hygiene compliance monitoring to boost the flow of communication and efficiency. Winn has also laude d ZulaFly’s swift 

implementation process. “Adoption to the system and learning the system was quite easy.” 

  



### 
About Grace Health System 

 
Grace Health System includes Grace Clinic and Grace Medical Center. Grace Health System has innovative healthcare facilities 
dedicated to clinical excellence, delivering an enjoyable patient experience and providing best value. Emphasis is placed on the 
importance of a strong patient/doctor partnership in order to achieve healthcare goals, the positive effects of preventive medicine, 

and the need for convenience in a comfortable setting. 
  
Grace Health System is equipped to best serve both outpatient and inpatient needs for the people of West Texas and Eastern New 
Mexico. It has grown to support more than 65 multi-specialty physician and mid-level providers, while offering over 20 Centers of 

Care. Patients have access to a variety of healthcare specialties and services under one roof, which provides them with  the most 
cost-effective, convenient and comprehensive care.  

  

Grace Clinic is located 4515 Marsha Sharp Fwy, Lubbock, TX 79407  
Grace Medical Center is located at 2412 50th St., Lubbock, TX 79412  
 
 

About ZulaFly 

Based in Fargo (ND), ZulaFly was founded by four veterans of the software industry, with a goal to create and evolve a system  businesses can trust 

to protect their people and assets. ZulaFly is a real-time data gathering system that collects data from any disparate system and presents this data 

in a customizable, unified user interface, primarily makes use of real-time locating systems (RTLS) and RFID data. The company’s software solution, 

Fuzion, is non-industry specific, providing Patient Workflow, Asset Tracking and Management, Temperature Monitoring, Enterprise Mobile Duress, 

and Mobility across multiple industries. The solution creates advantages in workflow and efficiency for professionals in industries such as Acute 

Care, Senior Living, Education, Manufacturing, Hospitality, Gaming, and anywhere staff works in isolation or valuable assets need to be tagged and 

located. For more information, contact info@zulafly.com or call 844-ZULAFLY.  
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